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Standard Choice Offer Commodity Service
1. Description
Standard Choice Offer (“SCO”) commodity service is provided by competitive retail natural
gas (“CRNG”) suppliers participating in Dominion Energy Ohio’s (“East Ohio”) Energy
Choice program pursuant to the June 18, 2008 Opinion and Order issued by the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio (“PUCO”) in Case No. 07-1224-GA-EXM and the February
26, 2020 Opinion and Order issued by the PUCO in Case No. 18-1419-GA-EXM. SCO
commodity service is rendered in conjunction with East Ohio’s Energy Choice
Transportation Service – Residential (“ECTS-R”), Energy Choice Transportation Service –
Nonresidential (“ECTS-NR”), and Large Volume Energy Choice Transportation Service
(“LVECTS”) rate schedules.
2. Price
The price for SCO commodity service equals the New York Mercantile Exchange
(“NYMEX”) settlement price for the prompt month natural gas contract on the final day of
trading for each month plus a Retail Price Adjustment of $0.18 per Mcf as approved by the
February 9, 2022 Finding and Order issued by the PUCO in Case No. 22-0119-GA-UNC.
The amount billed for SCO commodity service will also include the applicable Ohio sales
and use tax for those Customers not exempted from the payment of that tax.
3. Applicability
Provided they are eligible to receive service under the ECTS-R rate schedule or under the
ECTS-NR or LVECTS rate schedule if annual consumption is less than or equal to 200 Mcf
as determined by East Ohio, SCO commodity service will be provided to the following
Customers:
a)

Customers assigned to a CRNG supplier in accordance with the February 8, 2022
auction conducted to establish SCO pricing and to determine suppliers for those
Choice-eligible Customers receiving Standard Service Offer (“SSO”) or SCO
commodity service as of the March 2022 billing period.

b)

New Customers assigned to a CRNG supplier after having received SSO service for
up to two consecutive billing periods. Such Customers include Customers (i)
establishing service with East Ohio for the first time, (ii) relocating within East
Ohio’s service territory and whose Energy Choice or government aggregation
agreement is not portable, and (iii) restoring service more than ten days after being
disconnected for non-payment.

c)

Customers assigned to a CRNG supplier after having received SSO service for up to
two consecutive billing periods following termination of their opt-out governmental
aggregation program.
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Customers assigned to a CRNG supplier after having received SSO service for up to
two consecutive billing periods following termination of their Energy Choice
agreement or opt-in governmental aggregation program.

Provided they are eligible to receive service under the ECTS-NR or LVECTS rate schedule,
nonresidential Customers whose annual usage is greater than 200 Mcf and less than or equal
to 500 Mcf as determined by East Ohio may elect to receive SCO commodity service.
Nonresidential Customers whose annual usage exceeds 500 Mcf as determined by East Ohio
are not eligible to receive SCO commodity service.
4. Other Terms and Conditions
4.1 SCO commodity service will be billed by East Ohio in conjunction with charges for
service under the ECTS-R, ECTS-NR, or LVECTS rate schedule.
4.2 Customers may cease receiving SCO commodity service at any time at no additional
charge from East Ohio or the SCO supplier by enrolling with a CRNG supplier in
accordance with standard Energy Choice enrollment provisions or participating in an
opt-out governmental aggregation program.
4.3 Customers assigned to SCO commodity service may not select their SCO supplier.
SCO commodity service shall be provided by the Customer’s assigned CRNG supplier
through the March 2023 billing period unless the Customer enrolls with a CRNG
supplier, participates in an opt-out governmental aggregation program, or becomes
ineligible to receive SCO commodity service prior to the March 2023 billing period.
4.4 In the event of a supplier default that would cause the aggregate annualized volume
assigned to SCO suppliers to be more than 50% above the level assigned in the
February 8, 2022 auction, East Ohio shall solicit volunteers from non-defaulting SCO
suppliers to serve the defaulted load through the March 2023 billing period at the price
established in that auction. If non-defaulting SCO suppliers agree to serve the defaulted
load under those terms, East Ohio shall assign the Customers previously served by the
defaulting supplier that have not already selected another CRNG supplier or enrolled in
a governmental aggregation program to non-defaulting SCO suppliers in proportion to
the SCO load each serves at the time of the assignment. If a proportionate assignment
does not accommodate assignment of the entire load, East Ohio may utilize another
basis provided assignments are made in a non-discriminatory manner approved by
PUCO Staff. In the event non-defaulting SCO suppliers do not voluntarily agree to
serve the entire defaulted load under the terms described in this section, East Ohio shall
conduct a supplemental auction under the supervision of PUCO Staff for the volume
that had been served by the defaulting supplier. East Ohio shall assign Customers as
ordered by the PUCO in its decision regarding the results of the supplemental auction.
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